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Introduction
Cooperative on-line library networks represent both the highest

technical development and the most concerted cooperative effort
that librarians have achieved. Over 4,000 terminals link libraries to
data bases containing millions of bibliographic records and library
location symbols. Millions of on-line transactions are handled
weekly as library staff members search, catalog, check in journals,
order books, perform subject searches, and request interlibrary
loans. The network is not monolithic. More than twenty co-
operative networks and three network computer systems form a
structure held together by contracts and held apart by competition,
political and funding realities, and state and regional interests.

Although many plans for a National Library Network have been
promulgated, the present system cannot be said to have been
planned. It is, rather, the result of many planning efforts which
have somehow, through cooperation and economic necessity,
intersected and interconnected. The system evolves.

In an earlier paper' I described three critical needs that on-line
networks meet: research and development, capital acquisition, and
technology transfer. Networks are also mechanisms for public
policy and a response to the many criticisms and challenges that
librarians and libraries had come in for over the past three decades.
Through resource sharing networks, libraries can contribute to
many state and national programs.

This paper briefly discusses some aspects of the origins, gover-
nance, and operation of library networks. 2 The reader needing
additional information and other points of view may wish to
consult the proceedings of two recent conferences, "The Structure
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and Governance of Library Networks," '3 and "Networks for Net-
workers."'

Network Origins

This section identifies some environmental factors that in-
fluenced the development of networks. Networks obviously were
created to solve certain problems. The question is, what are the
problems and what are the solutions?

National Information Policies. Kathleen Molz convincingly
argues in her paper, "National Information Policy," 5 that there is
no coherent national information policy. There are, rather, many
information policies in response to various issues and problems.
Despite the lack of a coherent policy over the past 25 years,
information was often identified as relevant to achieving certain
national goals and in implementing certain national programs.

Scientific and technical information flow was a major national
issue. It is perhaps now hard to credit the hysteria caused by
Sputnik. There was a genuine sense of national failure in the
quality of education, research, technical training, technology
transfer, and dissemination of scientific and technical information.
Money flowed to improve our research capacity, to establish
national data centers, to revitalize or establish new abstracting and
indexing services, to study user information needs and habits, and
to develop an information industry. While libraries were not
usually seen as central to these efforts, they were recognized as
serving at least as repositories of scientific and technical literature.

Gradually, people began to think of and talk about information
as if it were a concrete entity. Information was a commodity that
had a value in the market place. The country with the most
information and the best access to it would win out. Information
was a national resource, and research library collections often were
described as national resources. "Information science," "infor-
mation scientists," the "information explosion," "information
access," and other new terms became part of the professional
vocabulary.

Later, information was also considered relevant to solution of
social problems. Inequitable access to information contributed to
the problems suffered by minorities, the disadvantaged, the rural,
the isolated and institutionalized, and the handicapped. "Equal
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access to information could, in principle, lead to equal oppor-
tunity of access to wealth, thereby achieving one measure of equity
or fairness.... These notions of creation of wealth and equitable
distribution of wealth are fundamental to national information
policies." 6 The "information poor" became a priority group.

Federal funding for library development began in the mid 1950s.
The National Library of Medicine (NLM) and the National
Agricultural Library (NAL) were created from departmental li-
braries. The Library of Congress, NLM and NAL all began
automated library projects. The newly created National Com-
mission for Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) provided a
focus for library planning efforts and for programs to implement
national policies. NCLIS also sponsored many studies advancing
the concept of a National Library Network.

For the first time, federal policy and funding contributed
significantly to the promotion of new information concepts and
roles for libraries. More important, federal grants were available,
for the first time, for library programs. Research and development
projects took on an important role in disseminating new ideas.
New Technology. Although early claims that computers would
eliminate books and people and could perform automatic trans-
lation, abstracting, indexing, and cataloging were not borne out, it
became increasingly evident that a machine that could manipulate
and store data repetitively and with phenomenal speed had much
to offer. Automation became a major professional obsession from
1960 to 1975, as libraries throughout the country began local
automation projects. Professional associations sponsored national
continuing education programs to train librarians in systems
analysis and computer concepts.

By the mid 1960s the need for standards for machine-readable
bibliographic records became evident. How could resources be
shared when machine readable records describing those resources
were incompatible? There was general agreement that the Library
of Congress was the logical agency for such an investigation. LC's
development of the MARC (Machine Readable Catalog) formats
was fundamental to subsequent automation and network develop-
ments. Both LC and library professional associations held work-
shops and training sessions throughout the country to introduce
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librarians to MARC. Later, MARC became the basis for develop-
ment of formats in Europe, Canada, Australia, and Japan.

Despite a standard format, the transfer of computer software
proved more difficult than anticipated. Several efforts at col-
laborative developments aborted from difficulties encountered in
the development of systems to be run at different computer centers.
After the initial excitement subsided, a more sober appraisal
revealed that localized efforts to automate large libraries were
going to take a lot of people, a lot of money, and a lot of time.

The concept of on-line library networks was being discussed in
the early 1960s. Although networks were then theoretically pos-
sible, the equipment and telecommunications upon which to
build them were still primitive. Nevertheless, advocates of net-
works stressed opportunities to share expensive equipment, so-
phisticated programs, and specialized staff. A single staff could
serve many libraries and facilitate use of automation. Furthermore,
through telecommunications, libraries could share bibliograph-
ical records and, among other things, could reduce inequities in
information acccess.

Competition and Cost Benefits. Information science emerged as a
new discipline. As part of this process the relevancy of libraries was
often questioned. More than one expert likened the large research
library to the dinosaur doomed to extinction from failure to cope
with its new environment. There were predictions that user-
oriented data retrieval services and information analysis and
referral centers would replace libraries.

Although these were extreme opinions, many librarians ex-
perienced a crisis of confidence in their programs and services.
Attempts to solve information problems by increasing library
budgets were questioned. Parker, for example, comments that
"instead of expending more on information in its present labor-
intensive, print-intensive, and building-intensive forms as a way to
improve the industrial sector, new information investment should
be focused on the information sector itself." 7 While they might not
agree with this pronouncement, many librarians could agree that
manually based systems had built-in limitations.

Researchers applied systems analysis, operations research, and
economic analysis techniques to library services and processes.
Findings were reported concerning the infrequent usage of large
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research collections, the high cost of acquisitions and cataloging,
and the increasing inefficiency of the library's technical processing
apparatus. Research data also seemed to show that, despite the
cost, libraries were not as effective as they could be, since many
readers found it difficult to use catalogs and collections. Although
some of these findings were challenged, these studies alerted the
profession to the need for better performance.
Summary. Over the past 25 years, libraries have been subjected
to intensive review from many quarters. Questions were raised
about the relevancy of library collections, operations, and pro-
grams. Other information agencies might do a better job in
meeting the needs of an advanced technological society which had,
at the same time, social inequities and an information poor
segment of the population. Using these information issues as
leverage, libraries successfully lobbied for new state and federal
funding to develop innovative programs. Research and develop-
ment projects promoted new concepts of automation, cost-effi-
ciency, resource sharing, and cooperation involving all types of
libraries. The library as an active disseminator of information and
the limits of local self-sufficiency became widely accepted ideas.

The need for automation was accepted and libraries began the
transition to computer-based operation. By the end of the 1960s,
there was virtually no. sentiment within the profession that this
trend could or should be reversed. However, after more than a de-
cade of automation programs managed by individual libraries, the
limits of this method of technology transfer were realized. Co-
operative networks could provide large-scale systems and resource
sharing. Library networks fit current national goals and could aid
in making library services relevant.

Network Developments
Background. The "limits of local self-sufficiency" was initally
formulated as an information problem. Gradually it became clear
that it was a technology transfer problem as well. If many large
research libraries had been unable to fund effective automation
programs, how could the field as a whole make a significant
change? The scarcity of technical expertise, the long development
cycle, the capital required, and the element of risk made co-
operative efforts look more and more attractive.
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Although libraries had a long tradition of cooperation, the
invention of the library network organization was a major in-
novation. Within a formal legal structure, libraries would co-
operatively govern and finance an organization specialized in the
development of on-line computer services. The network organi-
zation would, in turn, buffer libraries and their parent institutions
from the risks inherent in technical development. The separate
organization would also provide more opportunities for acquisi-
tion of needed capital (including borrowing in the commercial
money market).

Small groups of libraries began to work on network projects.
Since early library automation efforts had taken a long time to
achieve results, it was anticipated that cooperative network efforts
would follow a similar pattern. Therefore, little notice was taken
when Fred Kilgour and Ralph Parker, in a brief report to the Ohio
College Library Association, outlined a plan for a state-wide
cooperative on-line network (OCLC).8 This network was rapidly
implemented. The on-line network era was at hand.

Although several plans for a National Library Network had
been promulgated, it is hard to demonstrate that they greatly
influenced the actual course of network development. It seems,
rather, that the spontaneous development of network organiza-
tions throughout the country resulted from state and regional
interests, academic library needs, and frustrations with local
automation projects. This spontaneous growth led to a network
structure that is heterogeneous and uneven. For example, some
networks ignore political boundaries and serve parts of several
states. Other networks have overlapping boundaries. Governance
structure, fees, and services also vary.

Three networks (sometimes referred to as network utilities) offer
on-line computer services. OCLC, the largest, is a non-profit
organization with a nation-wide affiliation, by contract, with other
networks. The Washington Library Network, administered by the
Washington State Library, serves the Pacific Northwest. The
RLIN (Research Library Information Network) is part of a com-
prehensive program of research library services offered by the non-
profit Research Library Group.

Other networks serving state and regional areas did not build
computer systems but acquired them by contracting with one or
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more utilities. These networks have specialized in helping libraries
convert from manual to network operation.

All of these networks began with more or less carefully develop-
ed plans and programs. Most have similar objectives. Over time,
relationships and services have become more pragmatic as user
demand, operational costs, and technical needs have dictated.
Unfortunately, the desire for rapid program implementation has
sometimes led to hasty decisions or ad hoc solutions, and has
contributed to the continual undercurrent of inter-network ten-
sions, and tension between library members and their networks,
and networks and state and national planning groups.

This tension is perhaps unavoidable and may even be healthy,
given that there is no agreed-upon national plan for network
development and no agency with authority and funding to im-
plement such a plan. Most of the issues are complex. Often
decisions need to be made quickly because ongoing services are
affected. More frequently than in the past, librarians are forced to
debate issues and reach consensus in a cooperative environment
and open forum. Learning to work together has been as much a
part of networking as has solving technical problems. Networking
demands a more disciplined approach to decision making than has
been our custom; on balance, the field is responding well to this
new challenge.
Governance and Leadership. In the past many library cooper-
atives operated on the basis of informal agreements or contracts. In
contrast, the financial commitments and risks associated with
acquisition and operation of computer systems lead to specialized
organizations and a permanent legal basis for cooperation.

Uniform network organizations did not evolve, since what it was
feasible to do varied according to political reality, funding sources,
and the locus of network leadership. State and regional networks
include non-profit organizations, state library agency programs,
public authorities, and state higher education agency programs. In
actual operation, this diversity has not been as much of an
impediment as one might expect. Negotiation and compromise
have enabled networks of different types to work together and to
implement joint programs.

In a paper on "The Diversity Among Legal Structures of Library
Networks," Huntington Carlisle, legal counsel for OCLC, listed
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the characteristics and qualities that he believes any network
should reflect in its legal structure, membership and constituency,
and governance. 9 These are shown in a slightly edited version as
Figure 1.

Carlisle stresses that the most compelling reason for a library
funding authority's willingness to share resources in a library
network is the belief that it will lead to possible savings of money.
Given this reality, he believes that "The lesson to be learned here is
that the network should be efficiently structured so as to benefit its
members enough to make it worth their membership .... in other
words, the network should be able to provide its members services
and resources they could not otherwise get, at a cost which they
could not otherwise afford, while paying for itself.' 0°

Member interests must be balanced against the collective (i.e.
network) interest. What members want and what they will pay for
it must result in a network that is a viable propositon. To settle
these and other issues, networks have a governance and manage-
ment structure involving the members, an elected executive com-
mittee, an executive director and staff, and various advisory
committees and task forces. Even those networks that are operated
by state and federal agencies have adopted a quasi-governance
structure that allows participation by members in decision making.

Ideally the adoption of the basic network objectives, its plan of
action, and its budget are ratified by the full membership before
the staff begins implementation. However, depending upon the
size of the network, the frequency with which the members and
executive committee can meet, and the scope of the program, the
power of the members may be limited. Although technology now
exists that would support computer polling and electronic mail,
most networks are just beginning to explore these possibilities.

In aid of program development, system design and enhance-
ment, and effective use, network staff communicate constantly
with members through task forces, advisory committees, user
councils, open hearings, discussion groups, newsletters, surveys,
and site visits. Trying to have maximum participation and still get
things done can be frustrating for members, governing authorities,
and staff, and has led at least one network executive to comment
openly that networks are, perhaps, over-governed and under-
administered.
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* Balanced representation of diverse constitutency in the govern-
ance, either directly or indirectly.

* Communication from constituency to governance, and account-
ability from governance to constituency, regarding needs and
resources of the constituency and the network.

* Flexibility to assure participation in or with other govern-
mental or private entities and programs, and eligibility for
funding both on a general cooperative project basis and on a
specific institutional basis.

* Authority and power to execute the purposes of the network and
to enforce membership in accordance with network purposes.

" Ability to foster interdependent interaction and mutual trust.
* Ability to coordinate cooperative planning of current and future

shared resources, by contract with third parties, cooperation
among members, and internal development.

* Ability to balance central control and direction with constit-
uency needs avoiding overbroad distribution of power yet
keeping governance responsive to the constituency.

0 Provision of status, prestige, and support for network standards
and programs.

Figure 1. Characteristics and Qualities for Network Governance
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* Ease of implementation and operation.

" Continuity of internal control and direction.

0 Assurance of financial stability.

* Ability to interface with the private sector, and with federal
and state governments.

" Ability to generate correct and intelligent decisions quickly
and under pressure.

* Ability to avoid political obstacles to performance.

" Ability to make realistic evaluations of the purposes, intents,
and abilities of both its constituency and third parties.

" Ability to communicate with and direct management.

" Self-criticism and evaluation of performance.

" Ability to act on behalf of, protect, and shield the membership.

" Ability to set procedures and guidelines for action.

" Ability to act as a vehicle for capitalization or funding.

" Ability to provide a united front to third parties who deal with
the network legally, fiscally, and contractually.

Figure 1. Continued
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Formal governance provides the legal basis for network action.
But that intangible quality, leadership, is essential to getting a
network established and keeping it together despite all the centri-
fugal forces constantly at work. Although networks have been
extraordinarily successful, there is inherent fragility in all co-
operative endeavors. Initial and continued success depends on
leaders who are willing to maintain and attest to their com-
mitment to cooperative networks.
Network Operations. Much of the network literature has con-
centrated on the on-line services provided. Little attention has
been given to the internal aspects of networking. Network staffs
have had to create and administer new organizations offering new
services. Network terminology, procedures, operations, and pol-
icies have all been invented within the past decade.

Perhaps the major distinction between libraries and networks is
that networks have to generate their budgets from sale of services.
The network staff, to be successful, must combine planning and
communication skills, technical competence, bibliographic ex-
pertise, political acumen, and the entrepreneurial instinct.

In a certain sense, network staff serve as a pool of consultants
and contractors to help libraries accomplish certain objectives.
The quality of the network services depends largely on the
competency of the network staff. If the network is to survive and
prosper the staff will have to create, develop, and market new
services.

A more detailed treatment of network operations and the net-
work as consultant is provided in an earlier paper." The major
operations performed by the central network staff are:

Policy & Planning
Administration & Management
Personnel Administration
Financing, Budgeting & Accounting
Marketing
Procurement
Public Relations & Communications
Data Processing & Telecommunications
On-Line Network Services, Operations & Support
Building & Space Utilization
Research & Development
Inter-network Liaison
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On-Line Services. On-line network systems are designed to pro-
vide an integrated approach to automation of library operations.
Various sub-systems are linked to a central data base of biblio-
graphic records, which are accessible by author, title, author and
title, and other access keys. The data base is dynamic; that is, it
changes by the minute as library staff perform operations on-line.
The integrated approach allows operators to access any sub-system
and to use similar techniques across sub-systems.

All of the networks build their on-line data bases upon the
Library of Congress MARC format and the MARC distribution
service. This approach has made it possible to build integrated
data bases that include records for books, serials, films, maps,
scores, government documents, and manuscripts.

Cooperative on-line networks are based on the assumption that
each member library will share in the responsibility for developing
the data base. This cooperative approach works best, of course,
when everyone adheres to standards and inputs quality records.

Although the quality of network data bases has been criticized, it
is clear that the on-line data base itself is not at fault. The blame
rests on the human beings who create and enter the records.
Networks merely expose poor cataloging. A good case can be made
that networks have, in fact, been a major factor in improving
standards of bibliographic control. Extensive training, quality
control mechanisms, and peer review have contributed to increased
accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracy of on-line data bases is
probably better than that of most printed union lists, since on-line
data can be upgraded as errors are detected.

Cataloging is the priority on-line service, since this activity
creates the data base upon which the other operations depend.
The basic idea is that local catalogers will use MARC records and
member-input records and will do original cataloging only when
no record exists in the data base for the item at hand. As the
number of library participants grows and the data base becomes
richer, the amount of original cataloging for each library should
decrease. (In May 1981, for example, INCOLSA member libraries
did original cataloging for only 2,078 out of 47,725 titles cata-
loged.)

As each title is cataloged on the network, the system registers the
holding library so that, in effect, a dynamic union catalog,
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constantly updated, is a cataloging "byproduct." As libraries find
the time and funds to permit registration of their back holdings
(retrospective conversion) the location of items is improved. With-
in a decade over 70 million locations have been registered in
network data bases. Building a national union catalog has become,
in effect, a decentralized, automatic operation.

Other byproducts of machine-readable cataloging include com-
puter-produced catalog cards, accession lists, and book and fiche
catalogs and bibliographies. As the library contributes to the
network data base it is also creating its own machine-readable data
base. This data base could be used for local or network on-line
catalogs and circulation systems.

Other network services include: on-line acquisitions, electronic
interlibrary loan, serial check-in and claiming, and authority
control. Developing services include on-line catalog access for
local collections and on-line circulation.

So far, library networks have concentrated on technical pro-
cessing support. More attention will be given in the future to
services in support of reference librarians and bibliographers.
Already some assistance is being provided since the on-line data
base facilitates bibliographic identification by virtue of the sheer
size of the data base and the flexibility of access.

Although some libraries provide terminals for access to the data
base by faculty, researchers, students, and the general public,
network systems were not designed for these users. Data is usually
displayed in a complex format that includes field and tag codes
and other symbols.

As library staff use the on-line network systems, they discover
new relationships between sub-systems, enhancements needed tomake the operations more flexible, and better ways of handling
certain procedures. Through surveys, advisory committees, and
network design teams, ideas for system development are perfected
and assigned to a schedule of development priorities. This process
enables on-line networks to improve network services and promote
efficient use.
Network Technology. So far, network systems are highly central-
ized with users accessing a central computer system through
telecommunication lines. The network computer system is actual-
ly a complex of micro, mini, and macro computers handling such
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specialized tasks as telecommunications, data processing, data base
access, and output printing.

At the local library, terminals provide access to the network
system. Printers and other types of equipment can be linked to the
terminal to allow some flexibility in use and in interfacing the
network to local systems.

Considerable attention has been devoted to the prospect of
linking the three utility networks. At present, it is not possible for
a terminal attached, say, to the Washington Library Network to
access the OCLC network data base and vice versa. There are many
problems involved in such a linkage, among which are the
differences in the size and design of the systems, the technical
development required, the funding needed, and the priority that
users would place on such a project.

Network design will eventually have to provide for some type of
linkage between systems. Integration may be needed from the local
system to the state and regional system and to networks providing
specialized services. The Library of Congress has sponsored work
on such a network architecture. Initial specifications for a standard
message protocol for internetwork message transfer have been
developed. A partial test of this approach was made through a
pilot project in which terminals at the New York Public Library
accessed the Library of Congress computer systems.

Work is underway in California, in Minnesota, and in other
states on cooperative on-line catalog systems to serve several
libraries. At present the interface with on-line networks is prim-
itive-the catalogs are updated by loading magnetic tapes. Even-
tually it is hoped that such local systems could be updated
automatically as items are cataloged on the central network
systems.

Other types of linkages are also in development. For example, in
the Channel 2000 project, developed by OCLC, users could access
library catalogs, through an inexpensive key-pad device attached
to their home TV, via an interactive cable TV channel.

Some observers believe that the electronic office trend may give
a boost to facsimile transmission technology. Resource sharing
will be'hampered as long as requests can be sent electronically but
delivery must still be made by U.S. mail. A few publishers are
already making full text available in machine-readable form. How
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library networks would accommodate to these document delivery
technologies remains to be seen.

Future Developments
The viability of library networks will be tested as library budgets

decrease. It does not seem likely that more cost effective solutions
will be found and while network growth may be slowed, it will
continue.

Users will seek more efficient access to a variety of on-line
services. Some networks may take on the task of providing
''gateways" that will facilitate access to many systems.

State and regional networks may play a major role in delivery of
on-line catalog and circulation systems to their members. These
networks will also seek linkages to special information services
available in their geographic areas.

Network development will be slowed if research and develop-
ment funding is reduced. Networks are now living largely off past
research. As networks become more sophisticated and seek to
establish more complex linkages, more extensive research and
development programs will be required. Network members must
be willing to pay for research if networks are to keep improving the
technological basis of library operations. It is likely that inter-
network research centers will be established.

Networks have provided a focus for many of the exciting
developments of the past decade. The extraordinary successes of
recent years should be a convincing demonstration of the power of
cooperative library action. Even more progress should be made in
the next decade now that the basic structures and systems are in
place.
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